
HURLEY 2nd v Wargrave 2nd  Date: 17th July 
 
Played at Wargrave 
 
Innings of Wargrave 2nd  
 
V. Grantham c. & b. Arshad 21 
J. Lunnon c. Smith b. D. Walton 74 
I. Stuart st. M. Walton b. D. Walton 35 
K. Clark  b. D. Walton 19 
Atif Not out  32 
F. Lanch st. M. Walton b. D. Walton 29 
P. Norris c. Dawson b. Smith 4 
S. Jeffery Not out  35 
  Extras 14 
  Total 263 
  For 6 
 

Bowling 
 
 Overs Maidens Runs Wkts. 
I. Arshad 10 1 48 1 
S. Riaz 7 0 48 0 
D. Pollitt 5 0 31 0 
D. Walton 13 0 65 4 
R. Smith 10 0 63 1 



Innings of Hurley 2nd  
 
I. Arshad c. & b. Jeffery 40 
S. Riaz  b. Bell 52 
J. Taylor c. Clark b. Jeffery 20 
M. Iqbal c. Bell b. Jeffery 50 
M. Walton Run out  6 
Scot t Taylor  b. Norris 5 
B. Wardell  b. Atif 15 
D. Pollitt c. Morton b. Jeffery 0 
R. Smith  b. Norris 0 
D. Walton Not out  0 
J. Dawson Not out  2 
  Extras 17 
  Total 207 
  For 9 
 

Bowling 
 
 Overs Maidens Runs Wkts. 
Atif 11 2 39 1 
P. Norris 9.2 1 32 2 
G. Bell 11 1 32 1 
K. Clark 3 0 26 0 
S. Jeffery 8 2 24 4 
S. Morton 10 1 28 0 
J. Lunnon 4.4 1 15 0 
     
     
 
Result:  Draw. 
 
Wargrave Second XI were frustrated in their bid for promotion from division two of 

the Morrant Chilterns League by stubborn resistance from a Hurley side missing 

several key players.  Asked to bat first, Wargrave skipper Jason Lunnon showed no ill 

effects from just getting off a flight from Greece as he bludgeoned his way to a quick 

74. Lunnon and Vic Grantham (21) posted fifty-four for the first wicket in nine overs 

before Imran Arshad took a return catch to dismiss Grantham.  Wargrave continued 

to attack, scoring in excess of a run a ball against the pace of Riaz (0-48) and Arshad 

(1-48).  With the batsmen looking very comfortable against the seamers, Hurley 

turned to Dave Walton and Rob Smith to take the pace off the ball and this had the 

desired effect as Walton picked up four wickets. Ian Stuart (35) was the first victim, 

advancing down the track and losing his balance, enabling Mike Walton to complete 

a rather messy, but effective, stumping.  Lunnon was the next to go, Rob Smith 

running in from the square-leg boundary to take a diving, low catch.  Ken Clark tried 

to play across the line to a straight delivery from Walton and paid the price, 

departing to the pavilion chastising himself for his recklessness.  Freddie Lanch also 



paid the price for going down the pitch to Walton, this time to a much better piece 

of work by the keeper.  Rob Smith bowled with good variation and was rewarded 

with the wicket of Steve Jeffery, snapped up at backward square by a diving Jeff 

Dawson.  Lunnon called his batsmen in after forty-five overs, setting the visitors 264 

to win. 

 

The Hurley reply started in similar fashion to the Wargrave innings; Imran Arshad 

(40) and Shoaib Riaz (52), racing to eighty-three for one in thirteen overs before the 

introduction of Graham Bell accounted for Riaz.  James Taylor played his usual 

controlled innings, making twenty before edging Jeffery to slip, where Ken Clark took 

the catch. Two overs later, Jeffery claimed the wicket of Arshad with a return catch 

at 118 for 3. Mudassa Iqbal (50) and Mike Walton continued to keep the scoreboard 

ticking over, keeping Hurley up with the required rate until Walton was adjudged to 

be run out by a throw from Atif.  The re-introduction of Jeffery and Norris proved to 

be the turning point of the match, picking up two wickets each in the space of six 

overs to reduce the visitors to 198 for 8 with twelve overs remaining.  With 

youngster Ben Wardell at the wicket and only Dave Walton and Jeff Dawson to 

come, Hurley’s run rate inevitably suffered. Wardell (15) batted for over half an hour 

before being dismissed by Atif, leaving Walton and Dawson, who had to bat one-

handed due to an injured thumb, to face the remaining thirty-nine deliveries and 

deny Wargrave a much needed victory.  Four different bowlers were used to try and 

get the vital wicket, but were unable to do so as the batsmen stood firm, much to 

the obvious disappointment of the home side. 


